Introduction
A multiplicative lattice L is a complete lattice provided with commutative, associative and join distributive multiplication in which the largest element 1 acts as a multiplicative identity. An element a ∈ L is called compact if for X ⊆ L, a ∨X implies the existence of a finite number of elements a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n in X such that a a 1 ∨ a 2 ∨ ... ∨ a n . The set of compact elements of L will be denoted by L * .An element a ∈ L is said to be proper if a < 1. A proper element p ∈ L is called prime element if ab p implies a p or b p where a, b ∈ L and is called primary element if ab p implies a p or b n p for some n ∈ Z + where a, b ∈ L * .
Throughout this paper, L denotes a compactly generated multiplicative lattice with 1 compact in which every finite product of compact elements is compact. For a, b ∈ L,(a : b) = ∨{x ∈ L | xb a}. The radical of a ∈ L is denoted by √ a and is defined as ∨{x ∈ L * | x n a, f or some n ∈ Z + }. An element a ∈ L is called semiprimary if √ a is a prime element. An element a ∈ L is called semiprime if
a implies a 1 a or a 2 a and is called completely meet prime if ∧ α a α a implies a α a for some α. An element a ∈ L is called meet semiprimary if √ a is a meet prime element and is called completely meet semiprimary if √ a is completely meet prime element. A prime element p ∈ L is called minimal prime if there exists no other prime element q such that q p. For all these definitions in multiplicative lattices, one can refer [2] .
Let M be a complete lattice and L be a multiplicative lattice. Then M is called L-module or module over L if there is a multiplication between elements of L and M written as aB where a ∈ L and B ∈ M which satisfies the following properties: 2 An element prime to and primary to another element
We introduce the concepts of an element prime to and an element primary to another element in lattice modules.This is a generalization of the concept introduced by C.S.Manjarekar and N.S.Chavan [4] in multiplicative lattices.
Definition:-An element B ∈ M is said to be primary to an element
We note that, if B is prime to A then B is primary to A.But the converse is not true which is shown in the following example.
Example:-Consider the lattice L of ideals of ring R=< Z 1 2 , + , . >. Then the only ideals of ring R are the principal ideals (0), (1), (2), (3), (4),(6). L={(0), (1), (2), (3), (4),(6)} is a multiplicative lattice and L is a module over itself. Its lattice structure is as follows:-From the above multiplication table, we see that element b is primary to a but not prime to a. The element prime to another element is obviously primary to that element. Under which conditions, the converse holds is proved in the next result. We now obtain a characterization of an element prime to another element. 
Proof. Assume that B is prime to A in M and let yB
A : x where y ∈ L. Then xyB A. As B is prime to A, we have, xyI M A. Consequently, yI M A : x. Thus, B is prime to A : x for every x ∈ L. The converse is obvious.
The previous theorem leads us to a following result. Proof. Assume that B is primary to A in M and let X B where X ∈ M . If yX A where y ∈ L * then yB A. By hypothesis, y n I M A, f or some n ∈ Z + .This shows that X B is primary to A. The converse is obvious.
The above theorem leads us to the following two results; the proofs of which are obvious. Proof. Assume that abI M is non-primary to A ∈ M where a, b ∈ L. Suppose, if possible,aI M is primary to A and b n I M is primary to A for all n ∈ Z + . Let c ∈ L * be such that cabI M A. As aI M is primary to A,(bc) n I M A for some n ∈ Z + . As b n I M is primary to A,we have,(c n ) k I M A for some k ∈ Z + . This contradicts the fact that abI M is non-primary to A which proves the result. We denote by Q A the element ∨{X ∈ M | X is non − primary to A}. In the next result, we prove the property of the element Q A .
Theorem 2.12. If A ∈ M is completely meet semiprimary element then Q A is a primary element and is non-primary to A.
Proof. By theorem(2.11),Q A is non-primary to A. Let aN Q A where N ∈ M and a ∈ L. Since,M is a multiplication lattice module, an element N ∈ M can be written as N = bI M for some b ∈ L and we have abI M Q A . So,abI M is non-primary to A. By theorem(2.10), either bI M is non-primary to A or a n I M is non-primary to A for some n ∈ Z + . Hence, bI M Q A or a n I M Q A . Thus,N Q A or a n (Q A : I M ) for some n ∈ Z + .So,Q A is a primary element of M. 
